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Abstract 

This paper investigates the inspection-of-pipe topic in a new framework, by rotation around a 

pipe, peculiar to industrial sites and refineries. The evolution of the ultimate system requires 

prototype design and preliminary tests. A new benchmark has been designed and built to mimic 

the rotation around a pipe, with the main purpose of assessing the different types of rotors and 

control systems. The benchmark control system presents a mechatronics package including 

mechanical design and machining, electronics and motor drive, motor-blade installation, 

computer programming, and control implementation. The benchmark is also modular, working 

with two modes of one- and two-degree-of-freedom (DoF), easily interchangeable. To cover a 

full rotation, conventional fixed-pitch drones fail to provide negative thrusts; nonetheless, 

variable-pitch (VP) rotor quadcopters can produce that in both directions. A closed-loop 

nonlinear optimal controller is chosen for real-time communication, so-called, “the state-

dependent Riccati equation (SDRE)” approach. Optimal control policies are challenging for 

experimentation though it has been successfully done in this report. The advantage of the VP 

is also illustrated in a rotation plus radial motion in comparison with fixed-pitch rotors while a 

wind gust disturbs the inspection task. The proposed VP system compensated the disturbance 

while the fixed-pitch was pushed away by the wind gust. The solution methods to the SDRE 

were mixed, a closed-form exact solution for the one-DoF system, and a numerical one for the 

two-DoF. Solving the Riccati online in each time step is a critical issue that was effectively 

solved by the implementation approach, through online communication with MATLAB 

software. Both simulations and experiments have been performed along with a discussion to 

prove the application of VP systems in rotary-motion pipe inspection. 
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1. Introduction 

Aerial robots are becoming more and more popular in recent years as their wide variety of 

applications grows day by day. These applications range from cargo transportation [1], 

infrastructure inspection [2], and cinematography [3] to search and rescue in post-disaster 

situations [4]. Special attention is being paid by the industry to the inspection and maintenance 

with drones [5] in oil and gas plants, wind turbines [6], bridges [7], or power lines [8]. In 

particular, oil and gas industrial plants and refineries usually have thousands of kilometers of 

pipes that are exposed to corrosion and have to be periodically inspected, measuring pipe wall 

thickness with ultrasonic sensors to detect incipient corrosion and prevent spills. Besides, 

several measurements have to be done in each pipe section along the whole pipe diameter. A 

significant part of the pipes are located in difficult-to-access areas, and a logical approach is 

using robotic inspection systems, as crawlers and i.e. multirotor drones [9, 10]. 

The HYFLIERS (HYbrid FLying-rollIng with-snakE-aRm robot for contact inSpection) 

project was initiated to investigate pipe-inspection in refineries and industrial sites in the 

framework of a research and innovation action of the EU H2020 program [11]. One of the 

solutions that is being developed in the project is a hybrid robot that can fly to the pipe, land, 

and move along it to reach different inspection points, using a small manipulator arm with the 

ultrasonic sensor to reach the different measurement points around the pipe diameter [12, 13]. 

Another approach that is being considered is that the whole robot moves around the pipe, 

covering a full rotation to measure the wall thickness, avoiding the additional weight of the arm. 

The conventional multirotor design uses fixed-pitch propellers mainly due to their simpler 

mechanisms and easier control when compared with variable-pitch (VP) propellers. In the case 

of operation on the pipe with some grip mechanism, like magnets, the fixed-pitch solution seems 

to be suitable because its control, while operating on the pipe, is reduced to switch the magnet 

and this is the case of the hybrid robotic systems. On the other hand, when the design does not 

have a grip mechanism the variable-pitch solution becomes more advantageous because its 

ability to generate negative thrust (unlike the fixed-pitch one) becomes necessary to keep the 

multirotor position under circumstances such as inaccurate landing position due to wind 

disturbances or clearance for the gripper. 

The variable-pitch propellers date back to airplanes, helicopters, and marine vessels [14, 

15]; though the most relevant studies were among the literature on helicopters. A VP quadcopter 

uses the same idea but for four rotors. The symmetrical assembly and lightweight system make 
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the design easier than a helicopter, although it also includes an additional actuator and the 

linking mechanism that, in practice, is usually mechanically weak. That is why the role of VP 

quadrotors are not highlighted recently in the research nevertheless helicopters with VP rotor 

design and swashplate work perfectly well [16]. 

The application of variable-pitch quadrotors was reported by Langkamp and Crowther 

2010 [17], and Cutler et al. [18]. Endurance of the VP system in a windy environment was 

reported as the key advantage in comparison with a fixed-pitch quadcopter; a moderate 

collective pitch increased the endurance of the flying system [17]. Other superiorities could be 

listed as an increased change in thrust rate, decreased saturation inputs, and efficiently changing 

thrust direction [19]. Performance comparisons of VP and fixed-pitch quadrotors were made in 

terms of climb rate and flight endurance [20]. The ability to provide a negative thrust for the 

drone is one of the most important advantages of the VP systems. A particular example to 

highlight this point is the flip maneuver by a drone. The VP drones are capable of flip maneuver 

[21, 22]; and this motion also embraces the singularity problem of conventional systems 

(systems considering hovering condition for flights). In this current work, the motion somehow 

resembles a flip but is constrained to a circular motion. The negative thrust similarly provides 

the possibility of the controlled flip. 

In this work, a benchmark is proposed to check the application of the variable-pitch rotors 

quadcopters for inspection of pipes by rotation. The flying system possesses VP rotors and a 

gripper to clamp around a pipe. After clamping, the operation could be mimicked by the 

proposed benchmark. The design includes working in two modes of one- and two DoFs: one-

DoF considers pure rotation and two-DoF design include a small clearance in radial motion. 

The proposed system is a multidisciplinary mechatronics design covering: mechanical, 

electrical, aerospace, and control engineering. The two-DoF system could be viewed as a double 

pendulum. Double pendulums could be under-actuated systems [23], or redundantly actuated 

[24]. Fradkov et al. presented a multi-pendulum benchmark to assess the implementation of 

different algorithms and estimation methods [25]. The role of the proposed benchmark in this 

current design is also an assessment of the total operation (rotation around a pipe) and control 

implementation. 

An optimal control policy has been selected as the base of the control design to ensure a 

trade-off between energy and precision and also benefit from optimality and robustness. A good 

nominee with the mentioned characteristics is the state-dependent Riccati equation [26]. A 
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quadratic cost function enables the trade-off by tuning the weighting matrices. The controller 

has been widely used in different areas such as aerospace [27], robotics [28], missile [29], 

permanent magnet synchronous motors [30], pendulums [31], atomic force microscopy [32], 

etc. The application of the SDRE in quadrotor control was reported for the first time in 2006 

[33]. Then it expanded for different drones [34], unmanned small helicopters [35]; and 

employed in VP rotor quadcopter control [21, 22, 36]. The relation between the input force and 

moments of a VP unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and blade angles of the rotors is nonlinear, 

which requires thrust allocation. Bhargavapuri et al. presented a stable first-order dynamic for 

thrust allocation of the system then transferred them into PWM to actuate the blades [21]. 

Optimal thrust allocation using the SDRE controller was addressed for this topic in four different 

methods [22]. In this current research, the theoretical design of the SDRE is implemented on a 

novel experimental platform (with VP rotor design) for validating the rotary motion around a 

pipe for inspection, as close as possible to reality. 

The main contributions of this work are: designing and manufacturing a novel 

experimental setup for one- and two-DoF motion control of a system to emulate the inspection 

of pipes task with quadrotors flying around them, radial and rotary motion; the full assessment 

of both variable-pitch and fixed-pitch multirotors together with their control systems and the 

online implementation of the SDRE on VP rotor systems for the first time. 

Section 2 presents the dynamics of the system. Section 3 reports the SDRE. The 

implementation technique is presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the platform. Results 

and concluding remarks are also expressed in Section 6 and 7. 

 

2. Dynamics: System Modeling 

The rotation around a pipe could be modeled in two modes: one degree-of-freedom and two-

DoF. In the first case, the only engaged variable is 𝜃(rad), representative of rotation around the 

center of the pipe, see Fig. 1. The second case is more challenging and represents a new structure 

by a variable-pitch quadrotor for modeling of a rotation around the pipe with additional motion 

in a radial direction, 𝑟 (m). Both modeling methods are logical and operational, one-DoF with 

a rolling clamp and the second one with additional clearance in the radial direction. The ability 

to provide negative thrust by VP rotors are the key to both designs. 
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Fig. 1. The schematic presentation of a quadrotor, clamping around a pipe for rotation and inspection. 

 

2-1. One-DoF modeling, pure rotation 

This section presents the dynamics of a UAV, landed on a pipe and clamped around it. This case 

changes the equation of motion to a rotating object around a point. The clamps have wheels at 

their ends, hence the friction is negligible. The motion of the UAV is in the 𝑋𝑍 plane, on a 

circular path. The model of the system after landing is similar to a rotating one-degree-of-

freedom pendulum: 

(𝑚𝑟ctr
2 + 𝐼𝑦𝑦)�̈�(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑔𝑟ctr sin 𝜃(𝑡) = 𝜏𝜃(𝑡), (1) 

where 𝑟ctr (m) is the distance between the center of the pipe and CoM of the quadrotor, 𝑚 (kg) 

is the weight of the setup, 𝑔 (m/s2) represents the gravity constant and 𝜏𝜃(N.m) is the input 

torque. We select the state vector as 𝐱(𝑡) = [𝜃(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)]
𝑇

 in which �̇� (rad/s)  presents the 

angular velocity of the system around the pipe. Considering the dynamics (1), the state-space 

representation of the VP in one-DoF mode is: 

�̇�(𝑡) = [
�̇�(𝑡)

𝜏𝜃(𝑡)−𝑚𝑔𝑟ctr sin𝜃(𝑡)

𝑚𝑟ctr
2 +𝐼𝑦𝑦

]. (2) 

 

2-2. Two-DoF modeling, rotation, and translation 

A radial motion is added to the rotation of the quadrotor concerning Subsection II-A. The motion 

is in the direction of a line between the center of the pipe and the CoM of the quadrotor. The 

motion range is also small, limited by the clearance of the clamp around the pipe. The two-DoF 

motion of the system is in 𝑋𝑍 plane, Fig. 1. Selecting the generalized coordinates of the system 

as 𝐪(𝑡) = {𝑟(𝑡), 𝜃(𝑡)} (m, rad), the equation of motion finds the form 

 

𝑋

𝑍

𝑓2 

𝑓1

𝑇B

𝜃 𝑔

𝜏𝜃

constrained  

trajectory 

pipe 

𝑟
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𝐌(𝐪(𝑡))�̈�(𝑡) + 𝐜(�̇�(𝑡), 𝐪(𝑡)) + 𝐠(𝐪(𝑡)) = 𝐮(𝑡), (3) 

where inertia matrix is 𝐌(𝐪(𝑡)), Coriolis and centrifugal vector is 𝐜(�̇�(𝑡), 𝐪(𝑡)), gravity vector 

is 𝐠(𝐪(𝑡)) and input vector is 𝐮(𝑡): 

𝐌(𝐪(𝑡)) = [
𝑚 0
0 𝑚𝑟2(𝑡) + 𝐼𝑦𝑦

] , 𝐜(�̇�(𝑡), 𝐪(𝑡)) = [
−𝑚𝑟(𝑡)�̇�2(𝑡)

2𝑚𝑟(𝑡)�̇�(𝑡)�̇�(𝑡)
], 

𝐠(𝐪(𝑡)) = [
𝑚𝑔 cos 𝜃(𝑡)

−𝑟(𝑡)𝑔 sin 𝜃(𝑡)
] , 𝐮(𝑡) = [

𝑇B(𝑡)
𝜏𝜃(𝑡)

]. 

The reference coordinate is set in the center of the pipe. The state-vector of the system is 

chosen 𝐱(𝑡) = [𝑟(𝑡), 𝜃(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)]
𝑇

, and it transforms the equation of motion (3) to the state-

space representation of the quadrotor 

�̇�(𝑡) = [

�̇�(𝑡)

�̇�(𝑡)

𝐌−1(𝐱(𝑡))[𝐮(𝑡) − 𝐜(𝐱(𝑡)) − 𝐠(𝐱(𝑡))]

]. (4) 

 

3. Controller Design: State-dependent Riccati Equation 

The state-dependent Riccati equation is a controller with nonlinear and optimal themes, 

applicable for the systems in the form of 

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐟(𝐱(𝑡)) + 𝐠(𝐱(𝑡), 𝐮(𝑡)). (5) 

With the help of an important transformation so-called, state-dependent coefficient (SDC) 

parameterization, the new representation is found [37]: 

𝐟(𝐱(𝑡)) = 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡), 

𝐠(𝐱(𝑡), 𝐮(𝑡)) = 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))𝐮(𝑡). 
(6) 

The 𝐠(𝐱(𝑡), 𝐮(𝑡))  and  𝐟(𝐱(𝑡))  vectors, in (5), are piecewise continuous and smooth 

functions that satisfy the Lipschitz condition. 𝐱(𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝑛 is a state-vector and 𝐮(𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝑚 is an 

input vector, and the SDC matrices 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)): ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛×𝑛 and 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)): ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛×𝑚, in (6), are 

held. Optimal control policy applies by the cost function integral 

𝐽 =
1

2
∫ {𝐱𝑇(𝑡)𝐐(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐮𝑇(𝑡)𝐑(𝐱(𝑡))𝐮(𝑡)}d𝑡

∞

0

, 

where 𝐐(𝐱(𝑡)):ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛×𝑛 is a weighting matrix for states and 𝐑(𝐱(𝑡)): ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑚×𝑚 is one 

for inputs; both of them symmetric and positive. 𝐐(𝐱(𝑡))  could be semi-definite though 

𝐑(𝐱(𝑡)) must be definite. 
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Controllability. {𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)), 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))} is a completely controllable parameterization of the 

system (5). This implies that the controllability matrix must be full rank [38]: 

𝐌c(𝐱(𝑡)) = [ 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)), 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)),… , 𝐀𝑛−1(𝐱(𝑡))𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)) ]. 

The controllability matrix should be full rank at the equilibrium point 𝐌c(𝟎), and also in 

(0, 𝑡f]. checking 𝐌c(𝟎) could be done off-line, however, a simulation is needed to realize the 

state of 𝐌c(𝐱(𝑡)) in (0, 𝑡f]. 

Observability. {𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)), 𝐐1/2(𝐱(𝑡))} is a completely observable parameterization of the 

system (5); which expresses that the observability matrix must be full rank [38]: 

𝐌o(𝐱(𝑡)) =

[
 
 
 
 

 

𝐐1/2(𝐱(𝑡))

𝐐1/2(𝐱(𝑡))𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))

⋮
𝐐1/2(𝐱(𝑡))𝐀𝑛−1(𝐱(𝑡))

 

]
 
 
 
 

. 

The observability matrix should be full rank at the equilibrium point 𝐌o(𝟎), and also in 

(0, 𝑡f]. 

The control law of the state-dependent Riccati equation is found by applying the optimality 

condition on the Hamiltonian: 

𝐮(𝑡) = −𝐑−1(𝐱(𝑡))𝐁𝑇(𝐱(𝑡))𝐊(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡), (7) 

where 𝐊(𝐱(𝑡)): ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛×𝑛 is the symmetric positive definite solution to the SDRE: 

𝐀𝑇(𝐱)𝐊(𝐱) + 𝐊(𝐱)𝐀(𝐱) − 𝐊(𝐱)𝐁(𝐱)𝐑−1(𝐱)𝐁𝑇(𝐱)𝐊(𝐱) + 𝐐(𝐱) = 𝟎. (8) 

 

4. Implementation 

4-1. One-DoF model, an exact solution to SDRE 

The SDC matrices of the system (2) are 

𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))  = [

0 1

−
𝑐1 sin 𝑥1(𝑡)

𝑥1(𝑡)
0
] , 𝐁 = [

0
𝑐2

], (9) 

in which 𝑐1 =
𝑚𝑔𝑟ctr

𝑚𝑟ctr
2 +𝐼𝑦𝑦

 and 𝑐2 =
1

𝑚𝑟ctr
2 +𝐼𝑦𝑦

. A more proper form for 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)) in (9) is to avoid 

singularity at equilibrium point using Taylor series expansion 

𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))  = [

0 1

−𝑐1 (1 −
𝑥1

2(𝑡)

6
+ ⋯) 0

]. (10) 

We consider general weighting matrices 
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𝑅(𝐱(𝑡)), 𝐐(𝐱(𝑡)) = [
𝑄11(𝐱(𝑡)) 0

0 𝑄22(𝐱(𝑡))
], (11) 

for the control design, and put all the matrices, Eqs. (9)-(11), into (8) which results in 

𝑄11 −
𝑐2

2𝐾12
2

𝑅
− 2𝑐1𝐾12 (1 −

𝑥1
2(𝑡)

6
) = 0, (12) 

𝐾11 −
𝑐2

2𝐾12𝐾22

𝑅
− 𝑐1𝐾22 (1 −

𝑥1
2(𝑡)

6
) = 0, (13) 

2𝐾12 + 𝑄22 −
𝑐2

2𝐾22
2

𝑅
= 0. (14) 

The SDRE (8) generates 4 algebraic equations. Since that is a symmetric equation, 3 

equations are necessary for a solution, (12)-(14). The control law (7) is 

𝑢(𝑡) = −
𝑐2

𝑅(𝐱(𝑡))
(𝐾12(𝐱(𝑡))𝑥1(𝑡) + 𝐾22(𝐱(𝑡))𝑥2(𝑡)), (15) 

Solving the sets of equations (12)-(14), resulted from the SDRE, provides the gains: 

𝐾12(𝐱) =
1

6𝑐2
2 (𝑐1𝑅[𝑥1

2 − 6] + √𝑅(36𝑐2
2𝑄11 + 𝑐1

2𝑅[𝑥1
2 − 6]2)), (16) 

𝐾22(𝐱) =
1

√3𝑐2

(3𝑅𝑄22 −
6𝑐1𝑅

2

𝑐2
2 +

𝑐1𝑅
2𝑥1

2

𝑐2
2

+
𝑅

𝑐2
2
√36𝑐2

2𝑄11𝑅 + (6𝑐1𝑅 − 𝑐1𝑅𝑥1
2)2)

1/2

. 

(17) 

It is possible to solve the SDRE as an exact solution approach for the one-DoF model by 

substituting (16) and (17) into (15). The scalar control input 𝑢(𝑡) is mapped and scaled into the 

allowable range of servo actuators that changes the blade angles of VP rotors. There are two 

servo motors in the one-DoF model, so the mapped input with different signs actuates the servos 

symmetrically. 

 

4-2. Two-DoF model 

The SDC parameterization of equation (4) is 

𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))  = [
𝟎2×2 𝐈2×2

𝟎2×2 −𝐌−1(𝐱(𝑡))𝐂(𝐱(𝑡))
], 

𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))  = [
𝟎2×2

𝐌−1(𝐱(𝑡))
], 
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in which 𝐂(𝐱(𝑡)) = [
0 −𝑚𝑟(𝑡)�̇�(𝑡)

2𝑚𝑟(𝑡)�̇�(𝑡) 0
]. The gravity vector in the two-DoF model 

includes cos(∙) function and the Taylor series expansion of that presents a constant in the first 

term. So, it cannot be factored similar to sin(∙) in Eq. (10). A well-known method is to add 

gravity to control law [39]: 

𝐮(𝑡) = −𝐑−1(𝐱(𝑡))𝐁𝑇(𝐱(𝑡))𝐊(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐠(𝐱(𝑡)), (18) 

in which the gain 𝐊(𝐱(𝑡)) of the SDRE must be found by a numerical solution to (8). An 

increase in the dimension of the system and complexity of matrices prevent us from finding an 

exact solution to the SDRE, similar to the pure rotation model, in Section IV-A. 

The control input provides a force, total thrust 𝑇B, and a torque 𝜏𝜃 against the rotary motion, 

Fig. 1. These inputs have a relation with thrust coefficients of VP rotors of the setup: 

[
𝑇B(𝑡)
𝜏𝜃(𝑡)

] = 𝑘 [
1 1
−𝑙 𝑙

] [
𝐶T,1(𝑡)

𝐶T,2(𝑡)
], (19) 

where 𝑙 (m) is the perpendicular distance between CoM of the system and rotor shaft, 𝑘 =

𝜌𝜋𝑅4𝜔ss
2  in which 𝜌 (kg/m3) is the air density, 𝑅 (m) is the radius of the rotor, 𝜔ss (rad/s) is 

the steady-state angular velocity of the rotor, and 𝐶T,𝑖(𝑡) is the thrust coefficient of 𝑖-th rotor. 

Then the thrust coefficient is transformed to blade angles, 𝛼𝑖(𝑡) (rad), for actuating the system, 

subject to upper/lower (𝛼max and 𝛼min) bounds: 

{

𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑖(𝑡) > 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝛼𝑖(𝑡) = 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝛼𝑖(𝑡) ≤ 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝛼𝑖(𝑡)

𝑖𝑓  𝛼𝑖(𝑡) < 𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝛼𝑖(𝑡) = 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥

. 

 

5. Experimental Platform 

A special experimental platform is needed to validate the proposed models in Section II, one- 

and two-DoF rotating systems. Rotating around a pipe in outdoor facilities is the ultimate goal 

of the HYFLIERS project. The primary step is made to check the performance of the VP rotors 

in a controlled environment in a similar situation that resembles the pipe inspection, as presented 

in the schematic in Fig. 1. The primary setup is presented in Fig. 2. It has the option of working 

in two modes: one- and two-degree-of-freedom. There is a pin at the center of the setup for 

holding the system in one-DoF mode. If one removes the pin, the system moves in a radial 𝑟 

direction as well. The operation of switching modes could be observed in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 2. The experimental platform of the partial rotation around a pipe. 

(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 3. (a) Detailed view of the rack and pinion mechanism for linear motion measurement; (b) detail view 

of the variable pitch mechanism. 
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(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 4. Design and detailed views of the setup; (a) front view, (b) back view. 

The setup consists of EVP-22 brushless DC (BLDC) motors with metallic variable-pitch 

mechanism (Fig. 3-a), DJI E305 420 LITE drivers with 20A  allowable current and 17.4V 

allowable voltage, ES08MDII micro digital servos with 2kg. cm  torque at 4.8V  operating 

voltage. The measurement system employs optical rotary encoders LPD3806, 600 pulses per 

revolution with mechanical attachment to the system. The rotary motion, 𝜃(𝑡), measurement is 

directly made; however, the linear motion 𝑟(𝑡) needs a customized rack and pinion design for 

the transformation of the linear movement to the rotation, the blue 3D printed parts in the center 

of the image in Fig. 3-b. The digital board, responsible for communication with the computer, 

is Arduino Mega 2560. The specifications of the setup are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. The specifications of the setup. 

Para. value unit description 

𝑙 0.29 m Dist. between CoM and rotor shaft 

𝑅 0.135 m radius of propeller 

𝐼𝑦𝑦 9.354 × 103 kg.m2 moment of inertia 

𝑚 0.870 kg total weight of the setup 

𝑘 3.32 × 10−6 
N. s2

rad2
 lift constant - thrust factor 

 

The main coding for experimentation is done in MATLAB software with online communication 

with the setup. The methodology is similar to the digital implementation of a nonlinear optimal 

control with time-varying sampling time [40]. Arduino package is used that provides several 

functions such as reading encoders, writing servo commands, and PWM signals in the 

MATLAB script environment. This allows us to use several other useful commands and 

complex mathematical operations in the same environment. 
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The structure of the program consists of: loading Arduino package, assigning the pins and 

encoders, defining the constant parameters, starting up the brushless DC motors, implementing 

the main control loop, and plotting the results. The main control loop reads the position feedback 

of the two encoders and computes the velocity of them. Then the SDC matrices are updated, 

and the control gain is found by solving the SDRE. The next step is defining control law and 

mapping it to the servo scale. The control law is also bounded to the min/max servo limits. 

 

6. Results 

6-1. Simulations 

The one-DoF design is visited briefly since the focus of the work is on the second model. The 

negative thrust is highlighted with the pure rotation model, Fig. 5, which needed the input signal 

presented in Fig. 6, generated by the exact solution to the Riccati equation (15). 

 

Fig. 5. A regulation under the pipe with help of the VP rotor; one-DoF system. 

 

Fig. 6. Input torque of one-DoF system using the exact solution to the Riccati equation. 

To show the advantages of the variable-pitch rotor quadcopters in comparison with fixed-pitch 

systems, the system has been implemented in simulation. A representative simulation 

experiment considers the two-DoF model on a pipe under a wind gust (vanishing disturbance) 

deviated from the top desired position, as a disturbance vector 
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𝐝(𝑡) = 𝑊eff 𝐴eff exp (−𝑡) [
cos(𝜑wind − 𝜃(𝑡))

sin(𝜑wind − 𝜃(𝑡))
], (20) 

where 𝑊eff = 10 (m−1s−2) is the weight of the wind, 𝐴eff = 0.5675 (m2) is the effective area 

and 𝜑wind = 𝜋/4  (rad). The disturbance vector (20) is added to the lower part of the system 

(4) to represent the presence of wind gust in the simulation.  The proposed SDRE controller (18) 

closes the control loop. The time of simulation was set to 5 seconds. The control gains were 

defined as 𝐑 = 𝐈2×2 and 𝐐 = diag[1,0.01,2,0.02]. The radius of the pipe was assumed 15cm. 

The initial condition was set as 𝜋/6 rad rotary distance from equilibrium point and 2cm away 

from pipe; the desired position, without loss of generality is the equilibrium point. 

In Fig. 7, the wind gust provides a force/weight ratio >1 making that the fixed-pitch one 

fails under its impossibility of generating a counteracting negative thrust. In Fig. 8, with the 

force/weight ratio <1 the fixed-pitch one can recover but, it was forced to an undesirable 

excursion. However, in both cases the variable-pitch one succeeded in reaching the target near 

the pipe, overcoming such disturbance. The capability of the VP rotor quadcopter is shown in 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, for generating negative thrust to recover better from such inconvenient 

disturbance while fixed-pitch was unable to generate the negative force. 

 

Fig. 7. The comparison between VP rotor and fixed-pitch system; force/weight ratio >1. 
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Fig. 8. The comparison between VP rotor and fixed-pitch system; force/weight ratio <1. 

 

Fig. 9. Thrust coefficient of the first rotor. 

 

Fig. 10. Thrust coefficient of the second rotor. 

 

6-2. Experiments 

6-2-1. One-DoF experiment 

An experiment has been defined to show the capability of the system to regulate in different 

positions in the workspace. First, the system should regulate to zero, equilibrium point, and stays 

there for 12s. Then regulation to +30°  and −20°  is required, staying 6s at each point. The 

details of the control task are presented in Fig. 11. The variation of 𝜃 and �̇� are presented in Fig. 

12 and Fig. 13 with respect. The computed torque for the regulation task is plotted in Fig. 14. 
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The mapping of the input torque resulted in servo commands in Fig. 15. Since the one-DoF 

system does not have the gravity effect and only one single input torque is available, the 

actuation of the servos for blade angles is similar, but in opposite directions. A sequence of 

images representing the experiment is shown in Fig. 16 to illustrate different regulation points 

in the control task. 

 

Fig. 11. Details of the regulation task in one-DoF mode. 

 

Fig. 12. Variation of 𝜽 in one-DoF experiment. 

 

Fig. 13. Angular velocity of the system in the one-DoF experiment. 
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Fig. 14. Input torque to the one-DoF rotary system. 

 

Fig. 15. Blade angles in the one-DoF experiment. 

(1) (2) 

  

(3) (4) 

  

Fig. 16. A sequence of images, representing the different phases of experiments; (1) system at rest, (2) 

regulation to equilibrium point, (3) regulation to the first point, (4) regulation to the second point. 
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6-2-2. Two-DoF experiment 

The initial condition of the system is selected as 𝜃(0) = −0.6257rad, 𝑟(0) = 0.0164m, and 

the final condition was set on the equilibrium point. The initial and desired velocities are also 

zero for the regulation case. The control gains were chosen as 𝐑 = 𝐈2×2  and 𝐐 =

diag[1.5,15,0.5,0.75]. The PWM of the brushless DC motors is working with 68% of the 

power. The gap of implementation between theory and the experiment always exist and must 

be minimized. The left DC motor rotates clockwise (from the top view) and the right one rotates 

counterclockwise. The servo setup and rotation of the BLDC impose the same direction for the 

actuation of the servos to have a different thrust in rotors (results of the different rotational 

direction of rotors). One of the challenges for VP rotor systems is the asymmetrical blade 

mechanism. This means the blade motion range and the distance are different on each side. The 

generated control input (18) is transformed into servo commands by 

𝑈serv,L = 𝑈serv,0 +
𝑘s

𝑙
𝑢2(𝑡) − 𝑘s𝑢1(𝑡) − 𝑈c,L, 

𝑈serv,R = 𝑈serv,0 +
𝑘s

𝑙
𝑢2(𝑡) + 𝑘s𝑢1(𝑡) + 𝑈c,R, 

(21) 

where 𝑈serv,0 locates the servo at zero blade angle, 𝑘s = 2.91 × 10−3 is a constant for adjusting 

the input into the servo scale, 𝑙 has the same definition and value in Table 1, 𝑈c,L = 0.02 and 

𝑈c,R = 0.01 compensate the weight. The values of 𝑈c,L and 𝑈c,R should not be high to avoid 

interference in the regulation signal. They are not symmetric since the VP blade mechanism is 

not symmetric. The objectives of the experiment were two points, implementation of the SDRE 

as a nonlinear closed-loop optimal control online and achieving maneuver in a framework 

similar to rotation around a pipe. Both of them were achieved successfully. The input 𝑢2(𝑡) is 

related to rotary motion and 𝑢1(𝑡) to radial one. If we compare (21) with (19), one could see 

that they are compatible and the difference in the signs is compensated with the opposite 

rotational motion of the BLDC and servo actuation. The experiment was carried out with 700 

samples, in 25.1s, Fig. 17. The errors of rotary motion and radial one are depicted in Fig. 18 

and Fig. 19 with respect. The servo inputs are presented in Fig. 20; they reached steady-state 

values to hold the system on the desired radial position. The directions are opposite though thrust 

is correctly imposed. Finally, the input force and torque are illustrated in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. 

The prototype is heavier than it was expected due to the measurement system and using 

cables. That made it hard for the system to perform flight outward though from any initial 
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position, it could regulate to the desired position 𝑟des < 𝑟initial. This drawback will be amended 

by using an onboard measurement system and stronger motors in the next version of the setup. 

 

Fig. 17. Time-varying sampling time. 

 

Fig. 18. The rotational error in the experiment. 

 

Fig. 19. Radial error in the experiment. 

 

Fig. 20. Servo input is applied to the rotors in the experimental platform. 
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Fig. 21. Computed input force, thrust. 

 

Fig. 22. Computed input torque. 

 

7. Conclusions 

This work presented a novel experimental platform for investigating the VP rotor quadcopters 

for inspection while rotating around a pipe. Two models were proposed for simulating the 

maneuver, one- and two-degree-of-freedom. Both of them could be tested with the testbed. The 

state-dependent Riccati equation controller was employed for regulation problems. The SDRE 

is a nonlinear optimal controller and hardly tested online without simplification. In this work, 

the SDRE was implemented online preserving the nonlinear structure. In each time-step, the 

Riccati equation was solved in the control loop and the average sampling time was 0.04s. This 

research was the primary design of a VP system for the inspection of pipes. The weight of the 

system must be reduced for the next prototype with onboard communication systems and 

measurement to close the design to reality for better tests. 
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